INDIVIDUAL PLAYER
DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Founded by brothers Garry Monk (former English Premier League manager) and Stuart Monk
(an innovative coach and scout), Soccer Profile was launched in 2018 with subscribers to the
platform now spanning six continents, from grassroots to professional academies.
Soccer Profile is a series of age-specific assessments consisting of multiple levels of difficulty,
which combined with the power of the internet provides players and coaches of all ages, genders
and ability an affordable opportunity to measure and support the long-term development of a
player’s technical and physical ability.
The platform has been endorsed by leading figures within the professional game, such as
Brendan Rodgers (Leicester City FC, Manager), Roberto Martinez (Belgium National Soccer
Team Manager), and Ryan Maye (Head of Coach Development at Aston Villa FC) to name a few.
If you would like further information on this platform, please contact Soccer Profile’s
Managing Director, Stuart Monk, via email: stuart.monk@soccer-profile.com
(Subject line: ‘USYS’) or alternatively please visit www.soccer-profile.com.

Click on the image to view the idea behind Soccer Profile
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INDIVIDUAL PLAYER
DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Soccer Profile has developed four match realistic age
specific technical assessments that consist of multiple
levels of difficulty, aimed at challenging players through
their long-term development.
Each assessment comes with a demonstration video
of how the assessment should be completed, and
an instructional PDF on how to set up and score the
assessment.

Four physical assessments have been developed, guided
by the advice and expertise of former Liverpool FC head
of fitness and conditioning, Ryland Morgans.
Ryland has also provided sport science support behind
the assessments to help players fully understand their
physical development potential.

Click on the images below to view the benefits of each account...

Individual Player
Account Benefits

Individual Coach
Account Benefits
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COACH DEVELOPMENT
EDUCATIONAL EVENTS
In addition to Soccer Profile’s platform, and in partnership with USYS, Soccer Profile will host a
series of coach educational webinars throughout the year. These webinars will provide direct
contact with high-level, well-respected professionals from around the world providing attendees
with a great insight into the game.
Please find below details of confirmed presenters and titles for upcoming webinars (dates to be
confirmed) that will provide continued education for coaches with a passion for learning.
Further webinars to be announced in the coming months.

Presenter: Garry Monk, Former English Premier League Player and Manager
Title: Transition from Player to Manager
Presenter: Ryan Maye, Head of Coach Development at Aston Villa FC
Title: All Things Coach Development
Presenter: Lee Dykes, Director of Recruitment at Brentford FC & FC Midtjylland
Title: All Things Recruitment
Presenter: Dave Lawrence, Director of Football at West Bromwich Albion Women FC
Title: Looking Through The Coaching Mirror
Presenter: Ryan Needs, Former English Premier League Tactical Analysis
Title: Influencing The Coaching Process
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